An Island of Surprises…..Nissyros

Nissyros is not on the usual island-hopping route. It was one of those lovely surprises- an island of great charm and
natural beauty, low key, rocky and green (yet no natural water) rolling, terraced hillsides stretching way, way
down to a dramatic coastline. And the volcano! The people are friendly but do not rely on tourism. Most of the
island´s income derives from rental from the mining company who quarry pumice on the neighbouring islet. It is
the wealthiest welfare state per capita in Europe with a publicly run bakery,pharmacy and a bus service

where you just leave a modest tip! There also seems to be a huge amount of EU money in various
projects! Also a number of Greeks who had returned home from New York wit accents to match!

We stayed (blown in for some days) in the tiny former fishing
village / now yacht port of Pali where we enjoyed an excellent
“Fisherman´s Plate” twice!).
The sleepy main port, Mandraki, has a lousy harbour but lovely
old white houses with brightly- painted doors and balconies,
ornate pebble patterned doorsteps along tiny alleyways below the
clifftop monastery of Moni Panagias. Behind this, are castle ruins
and above this the Old Kastro or fort with massive walls of black
volcanic rock. Nearby is a somewhat faded Thermal Spa which
looks like something out of the 50´s with individual old bathtubs
where the water is 49C and comes directly from the volcano.
There are two mountain villages…Nikia (or Eagles´ Nest and we
actually saw eagles!) ,perched on the rim of the crater, which has
been beautifully restored with dazzling white houses, a good
restaurant, a lovely square and church and…

Emborio which is crumbling with only a handful of inhabitants (with natural saunas in their basements
due to the volcano!) but with the most amazing views, especially the “staircase to heaven” where you
feel like you are about to step off into mid-air…(you are…). Following a track way, way down the
terraced hillsides, we came to Avlaki for a swim at an abandoned fishing village – perhaps also from the
war?. Even in the middle of nowhere, as with everwhere in Greece, was a spotless church with candles
lit and always open.. ….and, of course, the highlight was the volcano….

